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DEKS must comply with the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Therefore, DEKS en-
sure that your data is protected and that you are aware of which information DEKS have registered. 

Personal data 
DEKS register the information that you automatically grant permission to when completing the registration 
form. This information is your name, the address of your place of work, telephone numbers and e-mail ad-
dress. We can also ask for invoicing details.  

Handling and usage of your data 
To provide an effective service it is necessary for DEKS to register the information mentioned above. If you 
do not want to provide this information, please do not complete the registration form. Please note, however, 
that DEKS will not be able to comply with the orders you require, including, for instance, EQA-programs, con-
trols and your registration for the DEKS Users’ meeting. DEKS file data only on the Capital Region of Den-
mark’s servers which are protected by firewalls so normally it is not possible to hack access to this data. 

Passing your data on 
DEKS use your data only to deliver the EQA-programs that you participate in. The EQA-programs can be 
delivered by a third party such as Labquality, UK NEQAS, Equalis. DEKS only share information with third 
parties when you participate in EQA-programs from these suppliers. 
When DEKS arrange hotel reservations e.g. in connection with DEKS Users’ Meeting the information regis-
tered when signing up at www.dekstilmelding.dk is passed on.  
Furthermore, DEKS only pass you information on to others when you have granted permission. 

Your rights 
You can edit your information on www.deksonline.dk 
Your information is kept until DEKS is informed that it should be cancelled. 

Links 
DEKS’ homepage can contain links to other websites over which DEKS has no control. DEKS is not respon-
sible for the contents of these websites. Links are offered to make it easier for our visitors to find information 
on specific topics 
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